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The Phan tom To 11 boo th, Nor ton Juster. ( Random House Inc. , 

1961)-. -
Newer still, containing the elements of a fairy tale, and 

carrying on into fantasy, The Phantom Tollbooth surface travels 
• on a study of language in a dictionary world while laterally 

1 developing interesting studies of personalities. Understanding 
will depend upon a verbal group or, again, oral reading and 
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Traveling once more through my paperback edition of John 

Holt's How Children Fail (Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1964, 
PittmanPublishing Corporation), my mind caught on a series of 
statements quoting negative attitudes about exposing children 

many explanations and discussions in the upper grades. Jules 
Feiffer adds interesting ii lustrations to aid in visualizing 
the many characters encountered by the boy, Milo. It is a 
thought provoking book that might scare off many readers with 

its size and vocabulary; yet, its story and characters are 
well worth the venture. Its humor is subtle and plentiful. 

The Little Prince, Antoine de Saint-Exu~ry (Harcourt, 
Braceand World,--rnc:-;- 1943). 

I met the Little Prince through college students when 
today's 20 - 30 year olds were gaining momentum in their concern 

for people as people. Though I've often thought about reading to the fears brought out by "fairy tales." Whatever it is that 

cards and files within the mind almost immediately drew out a 
comment from one of my former writing classes that fairy tales 
were "out" because there was no.such thing as magic in that 

sense any more. If there is no magic in that sense, there~ 
the desire to believe in its power if even for the space of a 
few/many pages. I offer three of my own experiences in recent 

years entitled for this review: 

► his story to my children, I've been reluctant to do so for some 

unexplainable reason that might just be the feeling that this 

Three Thes 

The Thirteen Clocks, Jame's Thurber. (S i·mon and Schuster, 
1950)-. -

I worried for the prince; despite his daring and trust in 

magic elements that tottered constantly on the edge of failure 
and his self-appointed guardians seemingly no more stable, I 

worried as he traversed the course set to free and win the 
princess. I hated the vil 1 aln; though I did chuckle over his 
elaborate schemes. I hoped, yet more, I held my breath for 
the princess so carefully described as to allow the most 
beautiful princess I could conjure. I 1 iked the story. I 1 iked 

it best when I read it a 1 oud; ( though I think this was smugness 

on my part as I explained the literary skill and meaning of 

Mr. Thurber). 

For fairy tales of this nature, there need be highborn 

people, person(s) aspiring to new heights, a task impossible,. < 

magic and devices to ov7rcome the impossible, ~nd a ~appy ending.I 
Mr. Thurber does this with one eye always on his audience as 

he twists his characters through the magic maze and I ifts his 

audience with rhythmic alliteration, rhyme, idiom, and logic. l 
It is a beautiful book. 
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is a book for adult contemplation. Inside the covers are 
words that touch inside through the philosophy of "caring." 
When I think about the book, I think about students that I 
have - have had. Read it. 
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